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SGA
confronts
its image
Senate looks to
increase campus
presence
■Y BEN BAYNTON

staffwriter
Tuesday night was busy for
the SGA. With a constitutional
amendment, debate over financing organizations and discussion about the SGA image
among students, the docket
was full.
The amendment,
which
passed unanimously, will delegate two senate scats to graduate
students, while Qg-*i »
removing *JVJA
graduate Tuesday
student eli- "
gibitity from
most
elections. Graduate
students will still be able to run
in minor elections or when no
undergraduate is running.
Phi Beta Sigma Inc., the
Overtones. La Unidad Latina
and Intervarsity have all requested various amounts of
money from the SGA. Phi Beta
Sigma is a fraternity that celebrates traditional African culture and dance. The Overtones
— an a cappella group — requested money to fund studio
time to record a new album. La
Unidad Latina wants to bring
liinuu Cabrera to I Ml
to
speak. Cabrera is a Latino moti\■ .ituin.il Speaker. Intervarsitv
is .1 Christian organization that
seeks to increase religious involvement at |ML\
Each request is submitted
by .1 senator to be reviewed by
the entire SGA, at which point
at least one other senator must
second the request. After being seconded, the request is
sent to the finance committee
for review. All of the requests
were seconded.
The SGA also discussed Friday's Board of Visitors meeting
and the possible ramifications
of the meeting. The meeting
includes a presentation by several I ML students to the Board
of Visitors on the recent decision to bring JMU into Title IX
compliance by eliminating 10
vanity sports. Members of the
Save Our Sports commitee will
ask the Board of Visitors to delay the changes until 2010.
When the SGA finished
regular business, the Executive Council decided that the
entile SGA should review the
strengths and weaknesses of
the SGA, and how SGA could
be more effective in the future.
After informally assessing
its strengths and weaknesses,
the SGA reconvened and called
an executive session, in which
only SGA members may be
present. All guests were asked
to leave so the SGA could review the findings from the recent public opinion survey.
"This is a new beginning,"
Student Body President Brandon Hickel (Jr.) said.
Most agreed that the meeting was good at identifying
problems with SGA and now
to tu them.
"The meeting was handled
in an effective way," Senator
Ryan Powell (Sr.)said
I he largest problem the
SGA believes it faces is its image in the larger JMU community.
"People don't know what
we do," Freshman Class Vice
President
Candace
Avaloi
Sdld
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Jazz pianist Michael Wolff
performs at JMU.

Sports, page 11
The women's basketball team
enters CAA play.

MLK week kicks off
Celebration
to focus on
continuing impact
■Y MARY FRANCIS CZARSTY

Mttamf news editor
Janis James and La Tasha
Smith, both graduate students at
JMU, have been working Hose I v
with the Center for Multicultural
Student Services since September
to plan the annual Martin Luther
King Jr. Celebration.
I his vear. the biggest thing
for me is the idea of impact,"
James said. "We want people to
understand the work that has
gone into the Civil Rights Movement and what it will take to continue to make change."
The program is a weeklong
effort to promote the life and accomplishments of Martin I iither
King Jr. and this year will mark
the 20th year JMU has hosted an
MLK celebration.
"King was part of a long fight,
and we want to present students
with ideas on how to take part
in the future of that fight and
continue his legacy," said Kim
Turner, the assistant director tor
multicultural programs.
While the pmgram includes
Mime of the traditional events.
like the march across campus
scheduled for Jan. II and the
formal program on Jan. 15 that
includes keynote speaker Cornel
West, there are some new additions to the celebration.
"We're starting the march
from ISAT this year," James said,
"so we can symbolically march
over the bridge, and there will be
stations of gospel singers along
the way."
lames said the march starts at
dusk so leaders of the march can
carry lit torches.
Turner said in past vears there

MINIM \MMHOIV

t photograph*

Junior Glna Harp, of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc., tapes Junior Brandon Borne as he records his message during
'What Would You Say to MLK" event on the commons Wednesday afternoon.
have been about 100 to 150 students who
participate, so "we've been working closely w ith campus security on that end
I he \AA< I' is m sponsoring .1 reenactment of the landmark Supreme Court
(.1st- W54 Brown v. Board of Education, supporting James and Smith's vision of inspiring students to create change by connecting them with the past
"It's important that we show how
much we've come together and iust hov\
far we've come over the vears." lames
Mid I think that's something that is re-

ally neglected when we talk about civil
rights today."
I hfl step Hack and Remember Porum
will take place on Jan. 17 in Transitions,
and will feature members of the communit\ who grew up in Harrisonburg during
the Civil Rights Movement I here will
also he a skit entitled "What Race am I?" to
(UspeJ some common racial tttnoft pea,
1 his vears kevnote speaker. West, is
an author and pmfessor ol African American studies and religion at I'nnceton, and
an active participant dunng the 1960s

Qvil Rights Movement
"He is well researched and informed
on radSDI and social issues today, so he
reallv is perfect for the occasion," Turner
said.
All of the events stress the importance
of the past, pn'sent and future. Turner
said, to educate .itul getting as many students involved as possible
"We want student* to not walk past
something thev think should be changed,
hut actually do something about it," Smith
said.

Honor Code
may change

Art-i facts

BY RACHANA

Dl\ll

wm editor

WKCIS Ml W\KI

rafatogrqah

The library It hosting an exhibit from the Fulbrlght Hays Teacher
Seminar In Kenya. Thote who participated brought back these
artifacts.

The Honor Coimcil is considering a polio change m
which a notation may appearon
a student's transcript it tie or ihf
is convicted of an Honor Code
violation.
Senior KurtTaves, president
ot the Honor Council, said he
thinks such a notation would
protect the Integrity of J college
degree.
"It's not lair to the people
who an1 working hard and being honest about it," he said.
The
proposed
notation
would sav directly on the transcript that the student nvei\ed
an I* in the course because ot an
Honor I ode violation laves
said currently there is no marking on the transcript that shows
a student has violated the I Ion
or i ode
If implemented, the notation would stav OH the student'|
transcript until a year alter thev
graduate However, the notation option would only be considered it the student was going
through a formal heanng, which
OOCun about 20 times per war
Honor Council Coordinator
MaggftC I vans said the Honor
Council and Honor Council
Advisory rWtard have Iven
researching the transcript notation option tor a tew vears
lM\ause thev wanted to lind a
middle ground when penalizing students. I he idea first CUM
about five years ago, when
Honor Code violations began to

»

■names slightly.
Evans said. Tor the past
several vears, die Honor Council has received requests from
reporting faculty and Honor
Council heanng panels that the
Code include as a penaltv option the potential lor transcript
notation (or some Honor Code
violations."
Taves added, "At least for
me, it gives people in heanng
panels more options. A lot of our
formal cases are those kinds of
situations when.1 it's someone's
hrst violation. It's egregious
what they've done, but suspension is pretty serious
laves said that this summer
members ot the Honor Council
rrsianhed rM' to 60 other colleges to set' it thev had a simi
lar policy in place I le said they
discovered that Kansas State
University and the University of
Maryland are among many universities that have a transcript
notation policy.
"A lot ot schools had it on
thtn permanently." he said, but
added that |ML was not considering this option.
Shortly before Winter Break,
an e-mail survey was distributed to |\1l tacultv to gauge
it this pottcj would be well reOBtVOdi laves s.ud the Cjueshons
related to the adequacy oi the
Honor Coda, 11 faculty members wen' aware ot its pmvisions. and whether a transcript
notation would deter cheating.
As ot Monday M3 people had
... ( tUH fUy'C t
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A )ML' student reported bang di'traudcd in the amount of $414
in an eBa) transaction on Dec 13 at an unknown time
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Drunk in Public

(5 min. from JMU)

A non-student was charged with drunk in public at the )MU
Soccer Complex Ian. 1 at 12:55 am.
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Larceny
A |ML student reported the theft ol a coat textbook and a Motomla cell phone, at a total \ Blue ol $195, left unattended at earner Library between Dec. 12 at 9 p.m. and Dec. 13 at 12 a.m.
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Alan SrtkoMii/

A (ML student n'ported the theft of clothing fmm a McCirawl.ong Hall dorm room at an unknown date and time

KoRn SoenttM-n

A |MU Undent reported the theft of a license plate from the font ol
a vehicle in RtvUit between Dec 1 and Dec. 15 at unknown times
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FITNESS

H Treadmills, Bikes

HARRISONBURG &
BRIDGEWATER LOCATIONS H Stair-Steppers, Cross-Trainers
„._ .—.. ..
H Cybex, Hammer Strength
We offer the newest
. _' ..
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high-tech equipment!
H Full line of FREE Weights
H Taiwg Beds & Spray On Tan
B'Water Town Center
E. Wolfe St. (Near Kline's)
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Possession of stolen property
A |ML student was charged with possession of stolen property
in the Warren Hall bus stop area )an. 8 at 9:30 a.m.
Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 28: 49
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FEMALE ARTIST AND PIERCER
1000 S OF DESIGNS TO CHOOSE FROM,
BRING YOUR OWN IN. OR CUSTOM WORK AVAILABLE

Open

434-0601

-£^1 hrs/day

Late Nights
Late Mornings

Satisfy your lau night munchies'

♦ r\t* +

i^v Discount with
College IDs

Serve breakfast anytime.
< ireat atmosphere.

MON - THURS 10:30 am to Midnight or later
FRI & SAT 10:30 am - 2:00 am
SUN 11:00 am to 11:00pm

243 Neff Avenue Harrisonburg, VA 22801

540.433.3456
rinerrentals.com
540-438-8800
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m
Roosevelt Squore
4 bedrooms
2 baths
-furnished
located across from
Memorial Hall

JMs
1,2,3, & 4 bedroom
units
-laundry on site
-walk to campus
-affordable pricing

Prices start at $225 per bedroom.
Individual and group leases available.
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Around Campus

Insomniacs

Filmmaker to speak
about sexual assault

BY KALQCH MAHER

When lilmmnkrr.ind activist
Angela Shelton traveled across
North America meeting other
Angela Sheltons in an effort to
survey women in Amenca, she
discovered that 70 percent of the
Angela Sheltons interviewed
had been raped, beaten or molested.
She will be speaking about
her experiences Jan. 17 in Festival l enter Ballroom A. It is a
Wcllnes,s Passport event and is
sponsored bv UHC Office of
Health Promotion, C.A.R.E..
WRCandCSDC.

staff writer
A team of five SMAD
students were under the gun
to put together a 15-minute
movie in 24 hours, and in the
end, the insomnia paid off.
There were 21-S films
entered from 90 different universities, and all the films wen?
put online and voted on by the
public. Then, the 25 most popular movies were evaluated by
judges, who included SMAD
Kareaaor John Woody (though
abstained from judging any
of the JMU pieces), "Saturday
Night UvtT cast member Fred
Amusen, "Full Metal Jacket"
star Matthew Modine and
other prominent figures in
the television and film community
"It was obvious after
viewing so many of them that
it was such a great piece,"
Wood)
The week before the
competition, which was
sponsored by Apple, JMU
juniors Nathan Hums. Peter
Dwyer, Robert Kramer,
Lauren D. Meyer and Siena
ara met to brainstorm
possible ideas. On Nov. 1] at

Theatre and dance
stages one-woman show
|MU's
school of theatre and dance will present,
as part of its Master Artist
Series, a one-night-only performance of "Better Don't
Talk" Jan. 17, at 8 p.m. at
l.atimer-Shaeffer Theatre,
Duke Hall.
It is a one-woman musical theater show written and
performed by internationally
known actress, writer and
director Naava Piatka.

5 p.m., they crowded around
Dwyer's computer waiting
for the requirements to be
posted online. From there
they had 24 hours to create
a three-minute film with ice
as a prop, a character named
Alex Kona and the line "you
don't know what it's like
growing up here."
"As soon as the rules were
up, we started organizing,
writing and planning for the
rest of the night" Dwyer said.
By 10 p.m. the script was
complete and the team moved
to downtown Harrison burg
where they shot until 4:30 a.m.
Burns then went to write the
score while Dwyer took some
of the extras home and Mever,
Neal and Kramer began
downloading their snots.
The music was a big part
of the movie because we only
had dialogue during the last
line, the score had to be moving," Bums said. "Luckily we
were able to write a very satisfying musical score."
Bums' roommate Josh
Schmidt helped write and
record the score adding
strings and piano.
1
ink that the n
and the aesthetics of the film

S

really went hand in hand
to create a beautiful piece,'
Meyer said
At 7 a.m., the team met
in the SMAD video lab to
edit the film. After working
all day they barely made the
deadline uploading their Iinal
iiul 4:45 p.m.
"It got to be around 3 p.m.
(Saturday| and I was fighting to keep my eyes open,"
Dwyer said.
Meyer said it didn't leave
the team time to "rationalize"
and discuss their decisions.
"We had to commit to something and move on."
Fven if they had been
allotted more time the gmup
would not want to make
changes to "Speechless.'
'The funny thing is, after,
the deadline passed and
submitted our finished
uct, we didn't want to
a thing," Neal said
<-ly sal
thing. In
each of us is
and a ru

juxtaposes
silent.

I M'KI \ I'VK,.-:,/„-.,

Statewide
Former JMU student
charged for stabbing
FAIRFAX — A former
JMU student from Great Falls
who stabbed his mother to
death in the kitchen of their
home was sentenced Fnday to
20 years in pnson, the Washington Post reported. The prosecutor argued that hatred for
his parents, not mental illness,
prompted the slaying.
The morning after the
slaving, police found lav ant
Kadian sleeping in his car at
JMU, with his mother's blood
on his clothes He promptly
confessed BO the slaying.

World & Nation
Terrorist possibly
killed in U.S. air raid
MOGADISHU
—
Somalian officials said yesterday that American air
raid*. In southern Somalia
may have kilted the alQaeda terrorist suspected
of planning the 1998 bombings of U.S. embassies in
last Africa, the New York
Times reported.
Ihere was no American
confirmation of reports
that the suspected terrorist,
Fazul Abdullah Mohammed,
had been killed

Chavez re-elected into
office for six more years
CARACAS — I he Associated
Press
reported
yesterday that President
Hugo Chavez was sworn
in for a new six-year term
on Wednesday, promising
to accelerate Venezuela's
transformation into a socialist state.
Chavez took the oath of
office at the National Assembly after a sweeping
re-election victory that has
given him tree reign to pursue more radical changes,
including plans to national
ize power ami teleeommuni< tUOIW companies

Democrats plan to take
symbolic vote on war
WASHINGTON —Democratic leaders said Tuesday
that they intended to hold
symbolic votes in the House
and Senate on President
Bush's plan to send more
tlOOpt tO Baghdad, the New
York Times reported vesterday.
I he 1 tafnOCiati hope to
make Republicans take a
stand on the proposal and
seek to isolate the president
politically over his handling
of the war.

Va. colleges try to
Yale keeps
end nursing shortage Early Action
JMU signs agreement
with community colleges
sr SHAYNA
staff writer

STKANC

Recently, JMU has made an articulation
agreement with several Virginia community
colleges in an effort to help the short.ige of
an estimated 400,000 nurses by 2020.
"The anticipated shortage is as severe, or
more than, in Virginia than nationally,'' said
Dr. Merle B. Mast, head of JMU's nursing
department.
This agreement allows students graduating from the nursing programs at Blue
Ridge Community College, Lord Fairfax
Community College, Piedmont Virginia
Community College and J. Sargeant
Reynolds Community College admission
into JMU's RN-BSN program. The student\
admission depends on a minimum 2.H grade
point average and completion of the RN
licensure exam.
The RN-BSN program was designed to
allow adults that have previously received
their licensure as a registered nurse the
opportunity to complete their bachelor's
degree in nursing. While the program is in
its second year at JMU. the new agreement
with the community colleges has been disi umd tor the past year.
Several contacts were made between
Vldd Martin, RN-BSN program coordinator at JMU, and the community colleges
that have now resulted in the signing of
thtM agreements. The students that COOM
from these colleges will tinish their General
Education while completing their BSN at
JMU.
"We are excited that we can offer several routes to our bachelor's program," Mast
said.
The suggestion of these additional students has left many worried about the
future.
"Our nursing program is already overcrowded and cannot accept the students
from our school into its nursing program so
I don't really see the fairness." sophomore
nursing student Laura Wheaton Mid

Since the RN-BSN program is separate
from the regular nursing program at JMU,
Mast doesn't want students to be discouraged.
1 his will not compromise the number of
students let into our regular program," she
said. "We are trying to create an affordable
route for high school students who want
their bachelor's m nursing
Previously, the RN-BSN program has
dealt with registered nurses coming back
to school to obtain their bachelor's degree,
Martin said. The new agreement will allow
high school students to spend two years at
one of the community colleges before transferring to JMU to complete their BSN in
another two years.
"I think that this would probably help
with the nursing shortage," sophomore
nursing student Melissa Verdi said "But I
think that thev should work on expanding
the program here rather than just writing
their students off onto another school."
Last year, the nursing program at JMU
increased its admittance numbers in an
effort to lessen the shortage I he new semester saw an additional 40 students enrolled in
the program. Because of a growing faculty
shortage, though, it has been difficult to let
everyone into the program. Mast said.
According to the Board of Nursing, the
student to teacher ratio in clinical settings
has to be 1 to 10. To accommodate for more
students, the program must find enough
faculty to meet the requirements, Martin

■aid

While all eflorts are being made, there
are man) facton contributing to the short
age of nurses. These include the need lor
more nursing educators and an aging population.
"So many nurses are baby boomers or
retiring,'' Martin said. Not as many nurses
are coming in as are leaving."
While the reasons for the shortage vary,
officials hope that the new agreement can be
one step tow ard a solution.
"As this opportunity becomes more
widely understood, we hope more students
will take advantage of it," Kathleen Wotnng,
dean of Learning for Business, technology,
science and health professions at I I > ( .
said

CODE: Additional research needed
before considering permanent change
( 00ft from front
responded to the survey, with
75 percent of them believing this
notation would deter cheating.
Ihirty-seven penvnt though the
notation should remain on the
Iraranflpl permanently.
Although faculty and administration have been surveyed,
laves said he is not sun- that the
entire student body would get to
Void its mneem on the poten
bal change. He said the Honor
Council has ODnBBOJtfBd doing
■ similar survey with students.
but did not think it would get a
good response. Instead, tin1 policy change would be pfsaanssd
to SCA, since the student hodv
ckvted the representatives

I lial's why SCA is elected,"
Taves said. "People go thnnigh
their ckcted officials."
Students have expressed
mixed feelings about the Iransen pi
notation.
Freshman
[hovanna Lope/ said she thinks
it would be effective.
"1 think it's a good thing because students will think twice

■bout cheating meaatd

(unior Brian GotOM did
not agree. and thought the
Eunishment would be too
irah on students
"It nuns vour reputation,"
he said It's like double punish
ment. TOU punish them in college,
then rou punish them in life."
But lave* enaured that ■

policy like this would not be
implemented if then' wen
strong disapproval
"We don't want to mm anyone's lite," he said. "We've been
trying to get this to pass tor almost four years, but we don't
want to pass something that the
student bodv and facultv doesn t
think is right."
Ivans igned nytag the
time frame lor (his change to m
<ur is still unknown
"Much additional work will
need to occur More the Honor
Council and Honor Advisorv
Board are prepared to onisider a
Code change," Fvans said It is
impossible to predict when, or it,
this change will oci UI

1Y NATHAN f in.i u IMS

The / Wv Princttonunt
PRINCETON, N.J. — Yale
has opted to stick with its
Karlv Action admission polity
despite recent decisions by
rivals Princeton and Harvard
to discontinue their own <\irk
admission programs. 11 ie schi * »l
announced last weak.
The announcement OOfMI
as a blow ID the colleger's fellow members ot the Big Ihree.
both ot which had Imped that
their decisions to scrap their
i enftorai of the ODrtrovenaal
program last fall would open
the door h) widespread IDOllshment of early admission.
But m defending its move.
Yak rejected the argument
put forth by the pn-sidents ot
Harvard and Princeton that
early admission "advantages
the advantaged.'' boosting the
prospects 01 appluants trom
more pnvilcged backgmunds
who dont have to weigh
Bnandal aid packages in their

dedatont)
"We don't believe that
eliminating early admissions
would change the BOdoeco
nomic diversity til the class,''
Yale president Richard I aval
said in an interview with )ule
Alumni magazine He added
abolishing early admissions .it
elite colleges would actually
have a detrimental efteit on
hie.h Khooi seniors
"If none of the top schools
had an lefty admissions pn»gram, the very beat students
IVOIlId likelv appk to three OF
four of the top schools each,
ha said
Yale is one of several universities - including Stanford
and, until recently, Harvard
to maintain a program ot sin
gltMrhoice lark Action, wliuli
lets students apph to MM. col
lee.e early hut divs not require
them to attend if accepted
Under lark I kedston, which
was employed at Princeton tor
the last tune this vear, accepted students an- .ontraetuallv
bound to attend.
Yale's Dean of Admissions

tions about the dynamics ot
the admission pTOOBSS and the
competition among the Big
llm-e lor top students "Yale
will certainly have a big spike
m earl) applications, as well
as c ieorgetown, Univeraih
of Chicago. Stanford and
anywhere alee with nan
binding programs/' said let!
Purso-hnlev. din-dor of OOl
lege counseling at the nearby
eville, t orai, School
"lop students usually
go dinsn the list of the top
BOhools and apply to them,"
said Michael Falcone, a collage .ul missions counselor
at Ronald \U Vur Academic
High School in fersci i
one has Baetj Action and the
others don't, thev d be more
likelv to go with [the fanner]
Fven if one got into Yale Bait)
Action, they'd pmbahlv siill
apply to a few others n-gular

dedakev But I think H gives
Yaw an advantage
Durso-lmlev said it is
unlikely that many other
schools will follow Harvard's
and Princeton's lead. "Schools
with more volatile matnculahon patterns like Dartmouth
and Brown can't take the risk
by giving up Early Decision,''
he said
Observers ot elite college
admissions have also wondentl whether these rhanan
in admission pohev will alter

the oontroi ental, though highh
Influential"v
Report COUSgB rankings
Btrtaocording to Bob Morse,
the magazine's director of Jala
research 'he effed will be negligible "Ihe acceptance rate is
the onlv thing that s BBSM S3
change, I'm assuming," he said
eptance rate is only \3
percent ol the ranldnj
then' may Iva 2 penent change
or so m that. It's not likelv tins
H ill make a big ditfemmv in the

ot I arlv Action works to the
advantage ol both students
and the university
"tXir .onsistent view has
been that the non-binding,
single choice Earh Aition pn»gram we adopted in 2txvi hotli
retains the valuable option lor
all applicants tO signal tlieir
preference tor I particular
school earh. while leaving
them treetnapplv toanv school
in the regular pnvess.' Hren/.l
said in an e-mail to members
Ol the School's Alumni N liooK
Committee, a ODD) ot which
was obtained by Hie Ihilu

IVbate surrouncurtg earh
admission has spiked in recent
years, with ootieae ['residents
high school advisers, .K-ademics
and (oumalists entenng tin- frav
I ark dtMsiMii prOgrarnS have
been criticized 'or ovaoVanlBging km Inoame studants, who
an' unable bo determine whether then financial aid package
is belter than what thev might
receive trom otherechoola
Both lark IXMSIOII Am\
I ark \ction are also » ntiti/ed
by s.une lor in. n-asmg thestn-ss
ot tlve senior vearol raghachooi
fomng Imth students and cot*
ii gea to commit too early
v\v have been concemed
about the senioi year fan high
School and the waj earlv
admission .an create a Ereneti*
pat e m some s* boob, i lean
of Admission (anet Raprke

PrinceUmkm
ITu* move reaees new ques-

SO YAlk BHH 4

left Bren/ei said the Ereedotn
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FILM: Comments on generation's
communication "evolution"
FILM, from page 3
with a modern world where communication consists of text messaging.
"Our film comments on our generIttoft'f communication evolution into .1
digitahzed world — what better way
than to use .1 silent dim style'" Mover
Mid.
"Speechless," follows the character of

Alex Kona (McLean Fletcher) as she and
her boyfriend get into a tight and the communication she encounters afterward. "I
WM thrilled and amazed they could come
up with something so complex in such a
short lime." Fletcher said. "I was nervous
about how I was going to convey emotion
without speaking."
The rest of the actors and crew were

fnends of the production team.

"Making this movie wouldn't have been
possible without the help of our friends
who stayed up until almost 4 a.m. to be in
our movie," Kramer said. "They did this
without pay and without complaint."
"Speechless" can be viewed at http://
slreaming.smad.jmu.edu/insomnia/Speechless.
mov.
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•PAINTBALl CLOTHING

>
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(5401564-0002
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YALE: Affluent
students enjoy
advantages
YALE, from page 3
said after Princeton's decision
to end the program. "We
also have been concerned
that EarlyDecision has
been unreachable for many
students from disadvantaged
backgrounds and that it has
caused other students to make
premature decisions about
their college choice."
Durso-Finley, the high
school counselor, said affluent students enjoy advantages in the application process but added that colleges
are capable of taking these
into account. "Many of our
students have the luxury of
having the chance to visit
schools," he said. "Kids in the
upper class have that advantage, but vou could say the
same thing about SAT prep

and extracurricular opportunities."
"Admissions offices can
control for socioeconomic factors, though," he added.
On the other hand, earlyadmission defenders point out
that the program allows students to demonstrate a preference for a particular college.
If students get into their top
choice, it also lets them avoid
the hectic regular application
process and save money on
application fees.
"I think Early Action
obviously opens up the pool a lot
more, because you're not bound
by it," said Barbara Silverman,
a guidance counselor at
Princeton High School. "You're
not just stuck with applying to
one school. This opens up the
playing field for the kids."

Opinion

lulitor Brian Goodman
opinion®ihebrreze jirg
1540) 568.1X46

House Editorial

lift ween the [vines

Dishonorable disregard
Honor Council would do well to remove middleman and hear student voices
Voter turnout is generally poor lor
U.S. elections.
Does thai moan Arm-mans should
abdicate their nght to vote?
II might, it it were left up to the
JMU Honor Council.
The Honor Council is currently
mulling a decision th.it would put a
notation on a student's transcript if
he or she were convicted ol an Honor
Code violation. The notation would
remain on that student's transcript tor
a year, potentially making it difficult
to transfer to another school.
Recently, the facultv was survived
on the matter and 3 M responded.
Next it was suggested that the students be polled on the issue However, that student input may be left to
SGA — the logic being it represents
the student body and should do so In
this instance. Honor Council President
Kurt Taves said the reason for this is
because he didn't think the students
would respond to I sunov
However, the student population
generally views the SGA with ■potty
The meetings — held every [ueeda]

at 5 p.m. in the Highlands Room at
the I i-stival Center — are open to the
public, but sparsely attended. The
yearly SGA elections gamer little
interest from the students.
»
In life, the middleman is largely
unpopular — hence the rise of satellite
television. Usually middlemen will
cause us to have less mone\, less input
and, most importantly, less choice.
U.S. and state senators and representatives are essentially middleman.
They are go-betweens for us (the
public) and them (the government).
They act as our voice. They vote
for us on issues we don't have time
to. And as a whole, politicians are
largely distrusted.
I or the Honor Council, playing
the role of "them" in this story, to not
consul! the students on an issue, which
directly applies to them seems lazy, as
it is quite possible to send mass e-mails
and surveys. They do it for Dining
Services and they did it for the faculty.
For once, let's cut out the middleman and let those the decision affects
actually decide.

Now is the time for
the SGA to shine
Student government to tackle issues large and small
BY AlEX SlRNEl
senior writer
l-ast semester was dominated hv mlem.il
business, but a new semester means new pnOflttea student government at JMU has some
pressing external issues to resolve, and now is
the time for it to restore the faith of students
Fortunately, it took the tirst step in this
process Tuesday night in a meeting not ruled
by the traditional rules o| order Senators
and the F.xecuhve Council hmke into small
groups and came up with lists of positives tnd
negatives about the s< ,A, then compiled lists
of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats tnev
need to take
into account
While some
of the things
listed dealt
with internal
business such
as e-mail and
committee
efficiency, the larger issues the SGA must address wen- there as well
The SGA has wrestled with nvdih lit \ tar
years and must n-build its relationship with a stir
dent bodv that large I v ignon*. it Now that the internal affairs am m OK semblan.e • >t i »nler, the
same energy that cleaned up the constitution last
semester must he exerted in tin1 pursuit ot polu\
initi.iluesth.it push the limit ot what thest IA
can do. 1 rte St IA is the single gn-atcst student
kibbyist gn-up on campus. ,md hasst.irtod to
flex its muscles in the Title IX debate, which will
come to a head tins I rul.iv w hen the Hoard of
Visitors votes on a pniposal to postpone cutting
lOvarsit\ rports. RcgndtaBol thei-utcome, the
SGA neetis to use its expeneniv in tlwt campaign
and apph it to other campus issues.
Breaking out of the I lighlands Room that

normally holds SGA meetings was on the list
of ideas generated Tuesday, as was its natural
partner — representing the students who
elected the senators in the first place. Any
representative can be tempted to vote seJfishlv,
and this is what the SGA is kxiking to correct.
Insunng that this happens is also the
responsibility of the electorate, however. As the
SGA becomes mow obviously relevant it will
become increasingly important that students
know their senators and actually talk to them.
Students and senators should be seeking each
other out to address real problems on campus,
and the SG A must make it easier and more
convenient to do so. In a country where many
people don't

The SGA has wrestled with cred- amtttm^
the state or
ibility for years and must rebuild innational
legislature, the s< ! \
its relationship with a student body has an opportunity to make
tltat largely ignores it.
a grass-roots
movement in
lavorol responsible n'presentatjve government.
This starts at tin- mots of government with
the elections themseh i*s I he last few vears
have seen se\ era! election scandals, including
an election without rules last spring and allegations ol voter fraud and outright chatting
two years ago I his year it is imperative that
quality candidates, are recruited and fair eleclions t.ike place Of the SGA will destnn an\
credibility it cultivates this spring.
I o siHue degree, all these concerns wen'
addn-ssed Tuesday and hopefully the next few
months will see progress on all inwits torthe
SGA. While all ilLs cannot be cured overnight
»>r even in one semester, the s<,A has started
the ball rolling to build a strung, meaningful
student government at JMU.
Alex Smiey B a sett** atitlirvpologylSMAP major.
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A "well-chosen-soundtrack-for-our lives pal to the
guy in the parking garage blaring, "We don't need no
education
as lie drove a way during finals week
From an appreciable tailor who couldn't agree m ij

A ''sorry-for-trying-to-stay-awake'' dart to the woman
in the library who kicked me out for having a cup of OOffec
with me while she let four others in with Uie same cup.
from a grumpy, caffeine-dependent sophomore who fftilfjcj
you should step down from ytiui high hot-e

A "time-to-get-over-it" dart to my roommate whose
worst fear is reieiving a dart in The Breeze about hcrsell
i rOM your nxmimate who loirs you ivry much and hopes
you see the humor m all of this.

A "didn't-vou-have-to-go-U>sch<x>l?" dart to 01)
professor for thinking it's acceptable to make multiple
typos on our final exam
From a foonior who finds it diftikult to gel a now edukaHim when lier own profesMW negle, /> RI rrj a good exampul

An "l-don't-get-it-but-l-love it pot to the kid running around campus m his tight) •Wnlteyi
From on tmuttd ontooktr who opprtcioU vow
itediiiition to...whatever you uric doini

An "I'm-peeing-my-pants-in-fnistratntn'' dart to Maun.
I till homed a single mak- bathrtxim hidden in the Iwsement.
From an annoyed male justice sludie> vuiwi wh
I he guy-to-girl bathroom ratio

The Best of What s Around

The real world: Life after Harrisonburg
The light at the end of our undergraduate tunnel is not as bright as one might think
somehow spends mon- time consen ■
ing than pniducing II this type ol co
working atmosphen- appeals to you,
the ml world is |ust lor you!
Now, may I introduce vou to the
wonderful process of thebureaucracy? Bun-aiu rac\ is n. place m the real
world tobaakaO) enaure that vou
t.ike as mudl time completui)', inane
tasks that prevents \ou from doing
real work In the real world, the awr
age empkwee is not gi\en the benefit
ol the doubt lor their abilities, but
instead must run every little de« latofl
in at least too other unqualified individuals who themselves are too DUS)
Ml <,\r\< otherwise but still will push
aside raui tasking for something else
mon1 meaningless.
Your das ends with another com
mute n-.ultingm the same pedc ofgf
natn. v\olves dashing Irom the Metro

BY CRAK. FlNMIsillN
staff writer
htr those of you who than m\
dread of embarking on what looks to
he the final frontier ot college. I warn
you thai the future pnispects am
gnm. The real world il M approach
ing, and In>m wmwnt who has spoil
a considerable amount ol time then1.
I must s,w it is something I am planning to avoid like those* handing tint
needless leaflets on the common
Having worked tor the federal
government every bleak smiv high
school, onh making, copies and get
tingcoftec when It malted my own
intonate, I can honestly say that a
typical day in the real world is instead
more like a day in "Dante's Infenio
It starts with the morning cornmule, a painstaking process ol one or
more hours from the posh communities of Northern Virginia. Despite my
ensuring fatigue tnun a ternble nighf s
rest, I always look forward (o watching
the hoard of buffoons literally push
and shove their way onto the packed
I rains in order to get on thet.it first, as
if the Metro cars don't come even two
minutes lou would think thev wenall rushing to some great fountain of
youth, but no, it's just to nish lo eet to
ajubmiKt people kite an\ w.iv
II rail an1 lucky enough to get
kl W0a(, VOU must make surr mil
stop by everybody's CUDK w md pass

taiofdertoapead out ot the parking
along a "good morning," for if you
don I go init of \our way to do this
vou will most tertainlv not have one
Alter wasting aw a*, most of the
il ion iing regaling in meaningless
storytelling, then-is sun* to be at least
one palhetu figlit amongst employees
nl the office, because real, pmfessional
adults should dehnitels hi.ker alxiut
the most tnvial issues that do riot at
list their work M\ lavonteol all was
the knockdown drag-out I witnesMxl
Utwi-en two o» workers iiver the
lnvurv ot an otliie with a window.

Politics
plague war
on terror
Ugly truths are still
ugly regardless of
how pretty the frame

Submit Darts & Pats online ut thebreeze.org, or
MM

Through Murky Waters

t
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because having a window to distract
yOU is a sun* sign of achievement Socalled professionals engage in some
ot the most elementary behavior that I
have witnessed off a plavgnnind, and
I guarantee thai most of the waste in
government is due to adults acting
like children in their place ol business
Accountability is a com ept seemingly absent fmm our government
No, I am not talking about the .ormpt
polituian, I am talking about the aver
IgtCD worker who takes three hOUl
lun.hi-s. is sick once a week, and who

lot first. After 12-plus hours working
and commuting and having logo to
sleep in a couple of hours to wane up
and doil all over again, you come to
realize that |ML might not have prepared \ou far this so-called excuse ot
i real world, but instead delayed the
pnn ess that w.mld eventually come
to lv wli.it man) people pass oil as a
lile each iiits and sadlv must endim*
lor the nlte ol obtaining an uiulei dc
ser\'ed paychaca every two weeki
Cnlte I inkchtein i> a ttttiOl inter
national aflatr- mtf/M

PAIKKK CAM AIIW

uriter

lop Pentagon brass And some of the best
American generals rjn the gmund in the Ciulf region
have called for change in our tactics — but have
vehemently nested a men- surge in troop numbers
with no demonstrable successes arising from such
action in the foreseeable future. Iraqi Prime Minister
Mahki has urged I s leaders to allow Iraqis to
take the lead in quelling violent insurrections while
i easing to give insurgent leaders the advantage of
retains reautti behind images of the "U.S. occupiers w hose pri-sein e is telt on their streets and in
their cities I lie Amen.an people, tor the first time
in mote than ■ decade, handed over complete control of Congress to a dillerent party largely because
of its D induction of our current war in Iraq which
has brought with it no decisive victories — only
revamped political ihetoricand more fallen patrots
V-t last night Preatdenl hush
putting his and
hisallu- politu.il inten-.ts above the interests of
Americans - called for vet another surge of 20,UU0
U.S. UtHips to be put on the streets of Baghdad
In one of many fruitless attempts to sell back
h» H >ks ft >r am thing more than chump change at
our beloved institution last month, I noticed a
hook on the shelves that I'd been working my
way thmugh whenever time or mv curriculum
permitted. I don't remember the class to which the
IsHik was assigned, hut its men* pieaenOE in our
bookstore raited rm iputla I he book, "Imperial
Hubris,' Is written by I senior L.S. intelligence
official in tin* ( IA who writol anonymously forohvious reasons. I he author provides many crucial
insights on our current amflict that have all too
often tailed to reach the public. His most profound
contention lethal the war is being handcuffed bv
politics and career-motivated interests of our highest military and elected officiate
PoHtksand the desire to move up the ladder,
he mya, have cauaed ooundeai intelligence officials
to cover up mistakes within their own agencies
while censoring what thev mport to higher-ups.
An evampleol this lies m training the war in terms
ot single acts ot terror rather than broad revolution,!^ warsot ineURjency I his sort ot depiction leads to an emphasis on tudidal procedure
m bringing our oneiines to |uslice." Irie author
lvlu\«*s this has severely handicapped the CIA by
lor. ing it to work doselj with the Department ol
lustlceand the FBI
something it has traditionalh retrained tn>m furthennore, IK* says that our

Politics and the desire to
move up the ladder ... have
caused countless intelligence
officials to cover up mistakes
within their own agencies
while censoring what they
report to lugher-ups.
leaders insistence on bringing democracy to a
people whose entire view ot sodetj is connected
to religion IsasertousirtsorjrKeption Upper-level
intel hgeme of finals n*cogni/i\1 the futility of this
and main other .linkable laitors, but thev ga\e
political leaders tliein-ncouragement baCBUH tluv
sought then <-\\n ad1, aniement
Prealdent Bush has said our goal in this war is
"to defend freedom and all that Is good and just
in the world ' Smple intelligent e analysis pnwes
that this is just plain wrong, mosein the Middle
Baal who dwiike us ior who we w and what
we represent do not dislike us enough to take
up|ihad [he people we Raht continue to do so
because Of our policies in that region We have occupied hot) Muslim sites u rthin and around Iraq
— an action an\ Muslim sees as un|ust intrusion
and we have supported mthlessly oppn*ssive
regimes su.h as Saudi \r.ibia be»auseol our ties to
their Oil rasoum-s Most irrationally, we have supported anti-Muslim movements across the world
mplacea like China, India and Russia
nahoivs
Who have given nothing but empt\ pmmisesto
help the I niled States in its partu ular coiitlut.
V\e must either change these policies ur support them and prepare (he American public for
the brutal reaht\ ot unbridled war. War and the
consistent moral and humane treatment of en
emies on the battlefield cannot co-exist (though
ott the battlefield treatment is s different story)
It is tins verv avoidance ol risks — both political and military
that caused the United States
to wail so long In its invasion ol Afghanistan.
(>ur leaders were too busy building needless
alliances In order to shore up political support
and wasled , rueial time in w hi. h we could have
Utilized our superior military capabilities
Wrnust omie toSethsrSBS nation to discuss
thetnien-alitiesol thisumilut instead ot allowing
tin* elites w ithin i >ur ekxted brandies to set the tone
• >t debate and Inane the dialogue t*t our kworva*
nuTit IhegreaU-st threat to our nation in theonninr.
Centun Mei In tin* Spread ol anti-Amencan sentjriM-ntsln orj'.ini/.itions siuti asaJ-QaedaThisis
unlike am WBI we h.neever fought —but it is still
i wai Ajnericana have proven to the past oui sbtlh
todeatfoj oSosewhooseagainat us ami we must do
that on.e again, but doing •-> return-, reluuue on t»ur
own clandestine w arrs ss and • ur ruperii ir mihLirv
farces fhereselfleas patriots an the beddioneot
. mi deleiw netw«>rks and their s,icrifice must be
applauded while tin- sell interests of our top leaders
haveneverbeen In rnoreneedol rMorrencc
l\it'i, k t iiiiah.m i> a junior pofMceJ rcansoi raatar.
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American public must share blame for Iraq

Time to deal with environmental 'truths'

Saddam Hussein had more or less two opiums, claim he had "weapons of mass destrui
turn" and race an internationally sanctioned
w,ir «>r admit he didn't and face the wrath of
Ins own people. He chose a mix: he balked and
sidestepped, creating an illusion in order to
keep his people under control, but offering no
serious evidence of a threat to the international
community. Now Amenca has been in Iraq for
almost Inn r years and things are getting worse.
Scores t»t civilian! and soldiers have died,
and most of us still don't know why we're
there. Now the sectarian violence (civil war)
is esialating, and people are still talking
about troop withdrawals? I've never advocated this war, but leaving a country half
demolished and ruled by scores of "thugs
and terrorists" sounds like we've just created
a neu Afghanistan.
Remember Afghanistan? "Building a democratic model in the Middle Kast" sounds
wonderful, but any militarv campaign in the
most volatile region in the historv of all humanity isn't going to take |iisi a few months
or even a few years. Voting is not our only
responsibility, and half of us don't even do
that. We must hold politicians consistently
accountable, as Ameruun uti/ens. Bandwagon war supporters or apathetic 20-somethings that "don't like to think about politics" don't send any message, much less one
of disapproval. If you didn't do anything
to question the validity of this campaign to
begin with, how far should you really look to
place the blame?

A week ago I was privileged to watch
Al Core's documentary. "An Inconvenient
Truth." detailing the penis of global warming.
While the debate continues by some whether
this climate crisis is actually occurring, everyone should watch this powerful film that
proves once and for all the "truth" behind
global warming and how we as Americans can
help save our planet before it is too late.
"An Inconvenient Truth" erases any doubt
as to whether global warming is actually occurring. It cites the innumerable amount of
weather phenomena and concrete data that
points directly toward a temperature increase
of the earth. It also addresses skeptics' doubts
that global warming is simply part of a cycle
in which the earth undergoes hundreds of
warmings and coolings. Alas, the recent
warming the earth has experienced has been
unprecedented, and if it is not stopped soon,
our climate and world could change dramatically. Finally, the film offers hope to those
who might accept this "inconvenient truth"
and declare* that all Americans can erase their
carbon emissions to zero.
"An Inconvenient Truth" reflects Al Core's
career-long dedication to this single issue and
his efforts to educate and convince everyone
he can. He says that he knows "it's human
nature to take time to connect the dots," but
"there can be a day of reckoning when [people] wish they had connected the dots more
quickly." Prevent this day of reckoning, watch
"An Inconvenient Truth." and accept and fight
this global crisis.

Brian Ivnan
junior international affairs major

Haniel Vaught
secondary education grad student

Editorial Policies
Responses to all artu les and opinions published in Vw Breeze ATV welcomed and encouraged. l>etters
should be no kmger than 250 words, must include a phone number for verification and can be e-mailed to
i^vm<ir"i1liebree^xny or mailed to MSC"oH05Cl, Anth.my-Seeger Halt Hamsonburg, VA22807. TheBreeze
reserves the right to edit all submissions for length and grammatical stylo.
Vie house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board as a whole, and is not necessarily the opinion of
mn/ mdiviudal staff member of The Breeze.

The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff or
fames Madison University.

The only thing foxier than writing opinion eolui
is, well, a fox.
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SUPER CROSSWORD
r-

BASKET CASES

1

ACROSS

II
R

I Word with cindy or
copy
5 Grumbles
10 Pro foe
14 Dough nut''
l9Niuiical adverb
20 It's kept in a quiver
21 Dilch under i draw
bridge
22 Prelim
23 Easier general?
25 Melba melody
26"Slammin'Sim"
27 Make some dough
28 Auto pioneer

30 Ballel movement
32 Pressure meas

33 Take
"' Beatles manager Brian
Vi Impatient m(em>gative
40 Easter composer'1
43 "Tell-No" Cr.5 hill
44 "Dies -"
47 Keen
48 Sock part
49 Mozart's "Cosi • tuite"
50 "Pinocchio" frame
51 Famous frog
53 Placekicker's prop
55 Cole slaw, e.g
57 Phillips - Academy
59 Grate stuff
61 Actress Ruehl
64 Gals' counterparts
65 Garage supply
66 Naslasc of lennis
67 Diminutive suffix
68 Billboard
70 Easter comic?
74'TMi.Oarfield'"
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112 WirPhtlli' n\mph
115 Paper uniLs
117 Fem feature
119 Walrus weapon
122 Easter crooner'
125 "61 Sam Cooke hn
126 Morlocks' prey
127 Declaim
128 "- never work!"
129- -3 fatty acid

ISOIUkwiU)
131 Travis or Quaid
132 Concerning

106 It's hardly aesthctu

107 Former trees
llOl.mledevil
111 For fear that

29 Tiff

m.

1ei

,..
"
1

31 Caltigrapher'sneed

34 Groovy Austin
35 Dictator
37 Edinburgh naiives
38 Quaker's pronoun
M(Viacean
41 lv.u
42 LaPlaca or I.uric
44 "• Station Zebra" ('68
him)
45 Ingram or Reed
46 Easter poet'
49 Mirror image''
51 Essential
52 Mix with water
54 Runner Zatopek
55-Lanka
56 Creme - creme
58 Winery item
60 "Family Ties" mom
62 Conduit fitting
63 Jell
68 Shirley, to Warren
69Cuzco native
70 Remark from 77 Down
71 Coax
72 Bison feature
73 Serengeii speedier
74 Fool

76 Express
77 Meadow mama
#79 Volcanic rock
18 "The Thinker" sculptor 80 CPR provider
24 "- fixe"
N Bau)
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^Fe

DOWN
1 Carol si;in
2 George Hamilton's ex
3 Renaissance riddle
4 Fiasco
5 Wrestling surface
6 Mine find
7 Chip off Woody S block
8 Playwright Coward
9Wheretodnnk glogg
10 Nephrologists' org
11 Neither'spanner
12 Asian capital
13 Type type
14"-en scene"
15 Hostelry
16 Easter statesman'
17 School supply

105 Challenge

9

1

75 Part of FDIC
76 Dread
78 Substance partner
79 Falcon feature
81 Rascal
83 Adagio or allegro
85 More abundant
88 - for news
89 WWII area
9| Least vivid
93 Khan opener?
94 Speck
95 Police acronym
97 Director Wertmuller
98 -Minor
99 Unseld or Craven
100 Easter ballplayer1

1

i

104

■ H

-<•

■ "• 1

MID WINTER BEACH THEME PARTY
Tuesday Jan. 16,2007

••'.

Spm-until

'24 1
i»
I3J

84Lenaof'Chocolat'
86 Inventor Whitney
87 Rug type
90 Reveille's opDOMIC
92 They may be split
96 Farm unit
98 Neighr** of Georgia
99 Squanto's nmolMU
100--Haw"

featuring a costume contest*
'$175 in prizes*
midnight judging

101 Pearl harbor''
102 Singer Clark
103 Berlioz or Babencu
104 Continental currency
105 '70s music

SAME GREAT SPECIALS

108 Unisex garment
109 Food fish
111 A swan was her swain
113 Israeli dame
114 - even keel
116 Normandy site
118 Equipment
120"-of a Preacher Man"
('68 hit)
121 Baby beaver
123 Accounting abbr

124 Turkish mle

See today's
answers
online at
thebreeze.org

83 "Godzilla" selling

DJ
DANCING

*NEW LATER HOURS!!!*
'Now open until 2am!*
540.434.728z

2o6l '/ I'fflyn 'lfyt<i 5Aim

your pets
iVKLj S

Contact us for more Information
virtual tours online at:

www.sunchase.net

540-442-4800

£>

A&E

Editor: Kelly Fisher
Editor: Jill Yaworski
breezearts® hoinutil com
(540) 568.1151
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Jazz pianist Michael Wolff has performed with numerous
musical legends and will bring his talent to JMU tomorrow

L
■Y JILL YAWORSKI

a&e editor
James Brown. Miles Davis. Ray
Charles. Placido Domingo. Black
Crows. Whitney Houston. You name
the singer or band, and Michael Wolff
has probably played with them.
Wolff's music draws from each musician he has played with for inspiration. "Over the years I've worked with
so many musicians, and they've alt influenced me in some way," he said. "I
filter their style through my music to
make it all my own."
A New Orleans native, jazz pianist
Wolff has a resume to envy. The 53-yearold first appeared on the scene when
he was keyboardist for Cannonball
Adderly's band in the 70s and soon after played with famed tenor saxophonist Sunny Rollins. Making a name for
himself, Arsenio Hall personally asked
Wolff to be the bandleader and musical
director of his TV show.
'That was a fun gig because I got to
act, play music and do comedy," Wolff
said of 'The Arsenio Hall Show." Wolff
WM on the show tor its five-year run
until it ended in '94. "I got the chance
to meet and plav with great musicians.
It was like mv musical education was
being paid for."
On Wolff's newest album, Love
and Destruction, recently released by
Wrong Records, the pianist attempted
something different — singing.
'The album was fun and different
for me because I got to work on songs
with lyrics," Wolff said.
Wolff wrote five of the tracks himself, including "Underwater," which
is an intense and mournful tribute to
New Orleans. In the aftermath of Hurricane Katnna, Wolff received many
calls and e-mails of despair and anger from his relatives still living in the
area.
"I though! of all the places that
meant a lot to me as a child growing
up there," Wolff said. "I let those images flow through my mind and into the
song. It's a dark and busv piece that's
very personal." Wolff even went back

STRSJCnON
to the city's Ninth Ward and taped the
"Underwater" music video on location in an abandoned house thai was
ruined in the hurricane.
The other eight tracks on lx>ve and
Destruction are covers which include a
blend of rock and altemabve songs like
Radiohead's 'Tverything in its Right
Place" and The Rolling Stones' "Miss
You," to classics like The Supremos'
"Stop! In the Name of Love," in ho|vs
of appealing to a younger crowd.
"It's an old jazz tradition to take
hit songs and make them completely
your own," Wolff said. "Miles DaVM
used to do it with hit songs of the dav
on Broadway. I decided I would try it
with modem songs and add mv own
'jazzy thing' to them."
Wolff said Love and Destriutnm is
an album of duality: of positives and
negatives, hope and despair. Always
undertaking new sounds and innovations for his music, Wolff said he looks
to the distinguished 1.1// musician
Miles Davis for motivation.
"He never did anything |usl one
way," Wolff said. "He was constantly
changing his sound and trying out different things. He was a perfect paradigm of a great musician."
Besides his music career, Wolff is
going back to acting. He has recently
been filming Nickelodeon's 'The Naked Brothers Band" TV series and
movie, which he also pnxtuces. But
Wolff is proud to say the pnaftcl ll ■»
family affair. His wife, actress Poll)
Draper (Thirty Something"), wrote
the script, while his two sons, Nal, 12,
and Alex, 9. are the stars. 'The Naked
Brothers Band" is a fake documentary
of the kids' rock 'n' roll band, and each
episode is based on a song. The movie
premieres on Nickelodeon on Saturday,
Jan. 27 at 8 p.m. and the television senes begins Saturday, Feb. 3 at 8:30 p.m.
"We all have to work really hard, but
luckily we get to be anmnd each other
all the tame," Wolff said. "It's like acting
camp. We'll eat dinner together as a family, then we'll all read scripts together "
Wolff, accompanied by his band Impure Thoughts, will perform hits from

photo,

rif'MirHAfcl.WOLI-t-

"Over th© yean I've studied all types of music," jazz pianist Wolff said. "Everything I heard wasn't right for me,
but I have Incorporated all different kinds Into my own style." Wolff began playing piano as a young boy when
he lived In New Orleans.

Love ami Destruction in Wilson Hall Auditonum l-'nday at 7:30 p.m. The band
members include John B. Williams on
bSM VldOf fOnSI ••" drums and l*ad.il
Ro\ on tabla drums.
According to Wolff, the Kind draws

on the audience's vibe when performing
live. "We never have anything planned
when we perform a concert,'' ne add
I'l.n mi' live m dangerous in .i way, but
exciting. We improvise a lot, and its
very organic. We don't pn-sent a choreo-

graphed, show-hi/ act'
tickets arv $20 for adults, $10 for
children and $IH with a JAl c aid lb
learn more about Wolff and his band
or to watch the "Underwater" music
video, visit michaeltoolff.com.

As temperatures drop, new winter
obsession fashions heat Up this season
editor

Among the many fabulous things that
happened to me during Winter Break, one
thing stands out from all the rest — my
Murder Mystery party.
I know it sounds extremely dorky and,
granted, the last time I participated in one
ol these was Hth grade. But, you will be
amazed at how fun it is
I happened to come up with this idea
on a whim, after one of my best fnends
started lomplaming that we had nothing
fun to do for New Year's Eve. I looked
on amazim.com and found Max Haine's
"A (vast to i >ie I or' It s set up tor eight
adult players and comes with a complete
party planner — it even includes costume
suggestions and an optional dinner recipe. The best part, however, is the "Sounds
of the Murder" CD you listen to before
the party, which replays the sound of Victoria Lester (the victim) dying at a dinner
party.
Before everyone got there, I had a table impeccably set with things to munch
on, name lags and character booklets
(which come in your kit). Each person
knew ahead of time who they would play
and what to wear (which they found out
from the invitations you're supposed to
send out pnor to the party).
At the end, each person gets to guess
who they think the murderer is and then
the host (you) reads the author's solution. Though everyone at your party is a
"witness" to the murder, only one person
there is the true culprit.
Luckily, it wasn't me — this time

A guide to staying warm,
looking great during the
bleak chilly season
lv SEAN SANTIAGO
contributing tonter
Winter's seasonal charms, sui h as tin- iirst snowfall and
hot chocolate, an- endeanng to main' I nfortun.itelv tinhazards particular to this apodal time ot war tender typical
party ensembles obsolete Hitter oold and biting winds necessitate the bulky outerwear and heavy boots that absolve
winter t>f spring and tail's spontaneity and charm Accordingly, it is the least exciting time of year to dress for.
At JMU, temperatures plummet to the 20s and M\
encouraging us to wear our duvets as taftani Although
we've been spared so Ear this year in terms ol nasty
cold fronts, it's always best to approach winter dress
ingby stocking upon pragm.itu basics while anticipating spring trends with a few transit.irv pieces. To add
personality to your winter wardrobe, throw on a few
cheeky accessories and you've inslantK maintained I
sense of self underneath all that padding

looking good isn't always a top priority when the
bHnperatUR ■ more conducive to hibernation than catwalking the Quad, tailing into a comfy nil is easy, and
nobody dress.*, to impress on the moming trek to class.
When and il \ou fed torn pel led to dress vour wintry best, avoid mixing and matching warm pieces from
different styles within ons outfit Wearing ■ classic pea
ioal with distressed jeans and sneakers sends a mined
message, half looking collegiate, the other half resembling Ashlee Simpson's version of punk rock.
t »ne ol the most lamented issues during cold-weather months is footwear Wellington boots paired with
thick WOO] MHks make tor a cule, warm alternative to
the tired l.gg look favored by girls who think thev .ire
Eskimos. I Crew otters the weatherproof rubber DOOtS
in classic colors Of ultraVprappy patterns, while guys can
get simple, ma.ho pairs from outdoors-oriented companies such .i--1 at oste I I hVan duck boots, although not
much to look at. an- practical and go with almost anything Ot course, it the ground isn't too slick, it's always
tine to wear u>ur t.ivonte kicks, be thev sneaker?., ballet

Bats or boat shoes
Lssentiat to e\ erv season but particularly helpful in
winter, accessories can spruce up monotonous North
lace jackets while protecting exposed limbs from frostbite Mart .i small collection ot s.anes ot varying textures, patterns and colors. Lined pockets ma\ suffice to
lutp hands coxy tor the walk to class, but a good pair
of gloves is necessar) bo keep them warm once you've
made a Starbucks run Ban get cold too, and a simple
cable knit cashmere or WOO) beanie m a neutral color
I warm you up and gel with many lookCashmere sweaters are another necesslt) in colder
months Quality cashmere is available from |. CfCM .is
well as lands End. Buy one or two in bright colon S3
liven up your outfil or Invest in black or navy to stay
daasii and versatile. CQ and Dried* both bat black v*
neck .ashmen- sweaters .is ,in indispensable component ot the well-dressed man's wardrobe There's no
denying that time is a commodity. However, once \ou
get \our life in order come mid-February, don't
atraid to implement these suggestions in your
daily dressing routine. Of course, bv that
time, you'll have to start dn*ssing for
spring.

Fashion Web sites
Crab <i hot chocolate and avoid the
weather by shopping from the comfort of your own home. Some of our
editors give their advice about the
best places to shop online:
llbean.com
LJ.. Bean, famous lot iis quality
merchandise. has a wide selection
of outwear to choose from.
Uuostexom
From shoes to sweaters, Lacoate
offers bright colors to contrast the
dreary winter months.
kohtsxom
The Breeze's opinion editor Brian
found his winter Columbia jacket
al a great price here.
thenonhface.com
Although not very cheap, the
North Face's outdoor gear is worth
the money.
hm.com
Our very own assistant news editor Mary got her yellow, doublebreasted swing jacket from 11\ M
for only $60.

amphii H)
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What to watch in 2007
The advent of the new year brings new midseason
TV shows as well as the return of popular favorites
UOCO
rhePolifPo$t<C*IPoty-PomonM)

M DAMN

POMONA. CaH£
v\Mh the cost of moviee
rising bo almost $10 for |usl one ticket, bigger tele\ isioni tnd bigger names or the sm.il! screen have
made '^ worthwatchingagain.Sometimes
Among the mindless babble that lends to be
aired OK cable television and the numerous bombs
that have debuted this tall. thflR ite *' n» prospering slums thai give the couch potato In everyone! a hit of hope I Ins year will bring tin' return
ot a lot of popular dramas like '24." 'American
Idol,' "Prison Break," "Heroes" and "Lost. Bui
.iis.. keep rout eye out tor new comedies like
"Andy Richter. P.I.," a new NBC series produced
by Conan O'Brien, and I he I'onnclks,' an Irish
crime drama done by the Academy Award-winning writers ot "Crash." From the start of a new
season of "24" to the end of "The O.C.," here's
what 10 look forward to in the 2007 midseason
FOX
Entenng Itfl sixth season '24" returns big with
a two-night, four-hour season premiere at 8 p.m.
on Jan. 14 and 15. Jack Bauer was last seen kidnapped and sailing flwa) to torturer die" with
Ounces toRoriatl What more could you ask tor1
"American Idol" is also hack, premiehng
luosday, )an 1ft Whether this \ ear's winner is the
next Kell\ Uarkson or 2007*1 BMWef t«> William
Hung, Amenca will tune in to MM ot I As biggest
shows until Simon runs out ot witt\ WflVfl to hurt
people's feshnos
After a fall finale. Prison Break will be up
and running alongside "24" in the H p.m slot
again, starting Monda\, [an 22 I he) nia\ have already broken out ot prison, hut ratings are up and
the boys are still on the run and worth watching.
With the death of the beloved Manssa. it seems
Ryan is the only one who has moved on I he flenrs finale <>t "Tna O.C " is Feb. 22 at 9 p.m., and
although the landmark show tor teenage pop culture has only been around a few vears, California
will never be the same.
NBC
Now that the holidays are over. "Heroes." the
highest-rated MM show ot the fall season, returns
Jan. 22. With comic book movies coming out a
dime a do/en lately, there couldn't be a better time
for such a gnpping new series. Supreme character
development and Intricate plot secrets paired with
a crew of well-casted fresh faces make this show a
must see it you haven't tuned in already.
One of the tew new shows that has received
good reviews and strong enough ratings to fltaj
on is Tridfl) Nlghl I ights," I profound look
Into t>HttbaH and segregation in Orlfia, Texas.
It you've alread) been watching every lucsda)
night check out (he N^.k b\ rid Hissinger
Something new and exciting t»> look forward
to i- ihe Donnellys," i gritt) New Yoric drama

surrounding lour Insh brothers invoked in organized crime. Written In tin- Vademy Award
winning w nters of "I rash,' there is no WS) tin*aeries, debuting this month, can be bad.
Don't torget to keep matching "The Office"
on Thursdays, because there's nothing else that
tunm out there every week.
ABC
If you're not watching 'The O.C." during
primetjme on Thursday nights, this means one
thing to 22.5 million viewers in Amenca: ''( tat) I
Anatomy.' I >r Grey and the gang continue to reign
one of the most-watched shows on television.
While the third season of "Lost" has progressed painfully slowly, provided few answers,
and shed little light on a lot of questions. Tost"
fans are in it for the long run. However, they're
going to have to wait another whole month until
the season returns from its midseason vacation
on Feb. 7. While Jack, Kate, Sawyer and the remaining castaways have been struggling to uphold last vears stellar ratings, the secrets of the
island and the others should build up excitement
when the remaining Ift episodes air without interruption
ABC introduced two new comedies last week,
"The Knights of Prosperity" and "In Case o! I mer
Sency." Although the age of the sitcom seems to
ave fallen out and been replaced by the one-hour
drama, these two new comedies provide viewen
with a slight twinkle of hope for future laughs
Although nowhere near the next "Seinfeld," the
fCCOgnizablc tacea and hghthearted themes make
these tWO worth trying out.
CBS
Besides everv version of "CSI." nothing speual to keep your eye on here.
F/X
Courteney Cox's return to the small screen
«omes hi the fom ot a vicious tabloid photographer vixen in "Dirt," which debuted last luesdav
With gn*at potential to tackle the Hulk wood underworld, tne reviews do not give the show much
promise tor sticking around.
'The Shield," F/X's answer to "24," has been
going strong since 2002 and is still worth watching to flee what kind of era/ v things Muhael Chik
lis i haracter will do this time, all in the name ot
upholding the law on the streets of L.A.
MTV
For those of us who are not die-hard tans ot
i aguna Beach" or ■ I RI.," \n\ has finaJh given
something good to watch again It may not be music, but at least it s on the subject. The new leelit)
show "I'm from Rolling Stone" puts the penal in
the hands of six interns who work at Rof/ffl
magazine tor a summer, hoping they will be "the
one" who icoresa i<»b as a contributing editor. The
show airs Sundav nights on M I \
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Welcome back Students!
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Still looking for your home
away from home?
Come to ASHBY CROSSING!
Spaces arc going fast so hurry in and reserve
your apartment for the 2007-2008 school year.
Featuring: Tanning Bed, Computer Center.
Fitness Center and much MORE!'.!

Rent includes:
Free Cable, Free Phone, Free Ethernet

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA
432-1001
www.ashbycrossing.com

Edicor: John Gallc
bdilor: Brian Hanscn
breeze sports @ holmail xom
(540) 568-6709
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Baseball
coach
honored
JMU

baseball

coach

Spanky
McFarland
was
named the Louisville Slugger Coach of the Year among
Colonial
Athletic
Association coaches. He received the
award at the 2007 American
Baseball Coaches Association
annual convention held January 4 to 7 in Orlando, Fla.
Last season McFarland led
the Dukes to a 38-21 record
including a 22-8 mark in the
CAA.
The
Dukes won
eight
of
their
final
nine conference games,
including
two
walkoff wins tQ
help
vault
them ahead
of Old Dominion for

McFarland

first place in the conference.
McFarland has a career
281-234-2 record as the Dukes
head coach I aM season was
the first regular season CAA
championship since the spring
of 2002 That year IMl also
won the CAA tournament and
represented the CAA in the
NCAA regionals.
McFarland was also the
featured speaker during the
convention. He addressed approximately 4,000 high school
and college coaches and other baseball professionals in
his speech entitled "Pitchers;
Creating a Winning Mental
Approach."
McFarland
has
coached 61 pitchers into professional contracts, including
11 major leaguers in his 29
years of coaching. He has sold
more than 40,000 copies of his
book, "Coaching Pitchers."
|MU opens its 2007 season
on Feb. 17 with a double-header against Fordham.
— from staff reports

Alexis
named CAA
Player of
the Week

Dragons dominate Dukes
Posey and Curtis
combine to score
32 points in loss
IY JOHN GALLI

sports editor
The JMU men's basketball
team set out to do something
it's never been able to do —
ever.
Beat Drexel University.
Though Madison held the
red-hot Dragons to 65 points,
they couldn't muster enough
offense to pull the upset, as the
Dukes lost 65-54 Monday night
at the Convocation Center.
"1 thought we gave a great
effort tonignt, especially at the
defensive end," JMU coach
Dean Keener said. "We just
had a hard time getting a flow
offensively."
Despite offensive struggles
on both sides, the Dragons'
defense and

SSn

*'Z Men's

advantage

Basketball

Ti

Monday

">
the
(4-10

e™
over-

all,
1-3
in
the Colonial

Drexel
JMU

65
54

Athletic Association) to |ust IK
points and 30 percent shooting
from the field in the first half
and out-rebounded them 3127 in the game.
The game featured Drexel
forward Chaz Crawford as
one of the top defenders in the
league guarding JMU'l leading scorer in sophomore forward Juwann James.
Crawford, the league leader in block) and rebounds,
found auccaai Monday night
against JMU as James was limited to nine points. James had
been averaging 14.5 points per
game prior to the contest
"Juwann is going to get
doubled every night," |MU
sophomore guard Joe Posey

)an. 7.
Last Thursday, she racked
up game highs of 24 points
and
lb
rebounds
in
the
Dukes' 84-66 win at Tow son.
Three days
later,
she
tallied
*
team-high
22
points
and nad a
game high
of
12
rebounds in
an
K4-bl
victory
at
Georgia
SUM
In

the

Alexis
two-game span,
on 56.7 percent

Alexis hit
(17-30) from the field and
66.7 percent (12-18) at the
foul line.
I his season Alexis leads
the CAA in both scoring with
19.7 points per game and is
first in rebounds with 12.5
per game.
I his is tin- fourth time
this season Alexis has been
conference
Plaver of
the
Week.
Alexis continues to build
her resume^ as one of |MU's alltime great players as she is first

said
Certain guvs in certain
games are just going to have
to step up."
It didn't help JMU that
Posey and sophomore forward Kyle Swanston got into
foul trouble early.
While Madison lost its
perimeter shooters, the I 'raj:
ons lost their Inatdc presence

in I-rank Elegar for the same
reason. However, they compensated by hitting seven
3-pointers to jumpstart their

of the seven were actually
well-detended,
but
Drexel was |ual making tough
shots.

offense.
"Wetend to have a little bit
of bad luck with teams stepping up and making three*, on
us," Keener said
According to Keener. ti\ e

At halftime, the Dukes
found themselves down 3118.
In the second half. Madi-

Sophomore
guard is second
in threes in CAA
staff writer
Despite
another
stagnant offensive performance
by the Dukes (4-10 overall,
1-3 m the Colonial Athletic
Association) Monda\ night
against Drenel (12-2, 4-0), for
one minute and 30 seconds
sophomore guard Joe Posey
put on a shooting spectacle
that won't be soon forgotten
by the 3,124 in attendance —
thai is. tor thoee who stayed
'til the last horn.
"Nine times out of 10, a
good shooter knows right
when it leaves his hand if it's

going in or not," Posey said.
JMU lost its second consecutive conference game at
home 65-54 but finished the
game with an impressive 3point shooting effort from
Posey. With 1:21 left in the
Con test
P o s a 3
calm h
hoist,, d
up a deep
3-pointer,
the first of
four success i v |
makes in
the
rema.n.ng
time

Q
a a
rmmy

After missing on only
one attempt in the first half
and finding net on his next
attempt at 10:50 into the second half, the reserve nailed
his next four Unfortunately

for Madison, it took over
nine and half minutes before he erupted after his first
Si ore
"The
most
important
thing
is comfort,"
Posey
said. "I missed one earlier
where I couldn't get mv legs
under it."
Posey clearly made the
adjustment as he elevated
over numerous Drexel defenders in the waning seconds, hitting shots well beyond NBA 3-point range. He
finished with a game-high
18 points; he added a threepoint play with 12:56 remaining in the game to cut
deficit to six points at 37-31
— the closest JMU would get
the rest of the wav. His only
other 3-point miss came on
a desperation heave as time
expired, making him 5 of 7
on the day.

lated into a 10-3 run, cutting
the deficit to si\.
see LOSS. pa$e Li

"I think it was us pla\ ing

three games in five days, bul

said
Hfs one ol the two
or three premier shooters m

Posey came out of nowhere
in the last two minutes.

this league and can be t>nv ol
the best m the nation

Drexel forward Chai (raw
ford said about the Dukes

In the ( AA, Pose) is
BCCOnd to Holsira s ZygIS

late scoring surge.
Pose)
haan't
exact!)
been living under the radar, as opposition scouting
reports have him down as

Sestokas (50.7 percent) m 3-

one of the top shooters In
the CAA. Through 14 games

in the league with Powson's
Gar) Neat behind I lofstra's
Antome Agudio. As ol Sunday, Pose) was list m the

he is shooting 4s i percent
from behind the arc, and his
42 makes equals the amount
of 3-point attempts from the
next beat deep shooter on the
team in sophomore guard
Colbey Santos (13)
POM)
is tied for second in scoring
with freshman guard Pierre
Curtis
behind
sophomore
forward Juwann James
"No question, stats prove
it," JMU coach Dean Keener

Soint percentage

Sestokas

,is made si» fewer threes
On In IcSS attempts I'ose\ |
42 makes ties him lor second

COUntT) In (-point percentage ahead ol highl) touted
•hooters in< luding rennessee'S Chris I ofton and West
\ Irginia'i Frank vbung
"We need to be

able

to And I Pose) |."
Keener
said. "And he's going to
need to be able to get open
more and not |USl wait on
screens

Women's hoops stays hot
JMU is tied for first
in the conference as
CAA play heats up
it

BRIAN HANSIN

tMrni aorta

first, second and third respectively
in the Associated Press Top 25 poll),
did prove a good measuring stick for
the Dukes in their tjuesl to garner an
invite t<» the \( AA tournament.
That win gives up confidence
and prepares us to play against the
I \\
IMl
Coach Kennv Brooks
said
Wake l-orest is the tallest
basketball team in the country, and
that'll get us ready for any teams

on JMU'l Cftfttf rebounding
list and career double-doubles
list. She is also one of 22 players in school history to ICON
1,000 points in their career and
the only have 1,000 points and
1,000 rebounds
Alexis and the Dukes will

With only one non •conference
game left on its schedule, the |ML
women's basketball team has entered
into the meat of its Colonial Athletic
Association schedule.
During Winter Break the team
went 5-1 with all six games being
played away from Harnsonburg, including a 57-47 win at Wake Foreel
"We played well." senior point
guard
Andrea
Benvenuto
said.
"Wake horest was a good test tor us
It felt great to win there. Thai win

travel tonight to take on George
Mason m rairfax before returning home on Sunday to host

was probably the greatest of Dl) Career here."
I he I i.niiiii I le.ii ons while not

'I think we're coming together
as .i team.' Brooks said 'We were
•djusting to not having (senior for-

William & M.ir\

the power house program that Atlanta < oast schools like Maryland,
North Carolina and Duke (ranked

ward Shirley| McCall in the lineup, and now that she's back and

— from staff reports

son came out with some Intensity on defense.

We're growing m that
area," Keener said
"it was
primarily man-to-man against
arguably oneol the best team-.
in the league."
The defensive play trans-

Posey's 3-point prowess gives spark
BY TIM CHATOAN

|MU senior center Meredith Alexis picked up her
fourth Colonial Athletic AslOdatlOfl women's basketball
Player of the Week award for
her winning efforts on the
road this past week ending

AAKON MI-.wA.KI MftfOf i<h>*<waphei
JMU sophomore forward Juwann James scored nine points and had a team-high 10 rebounds In Monday night's loss
against Drexel. The CAA leading Dragons used solid defense to shut down the Dukes on their way to a 65-54 win.

we'll race the real oi the waj
I lie Dukes lone loss over their
last six games i.tme m the Miami
llohdav
tournament against the
Southeastern lonleren.es Auburn.
I he Dukes rebounded in the consolation game b) defeating t opptn
State 70-64,
IMl now sits .i| 11-2, including 30 HI the CAA As the team head into
the conference schedule, the Dukes
are tied with Delaware tor tost

healthy, I've been ran pleased with

our progress.
Heading into CAA play, JMU is
playing its best basketball of the sea
son, including b.u k to -baik wins in
which they scored 84 point! in wins
oi er l.eorgia State and low son
"We're playing well but we still
have a lot of room to Improve/ tC
nior center Meredith Ale»is said
"We don't reall) want to peak until
tournament time."
Madison's SUCCeaS hasn I gone
Unnoticed Ihis week, the Dukes re
ceived three top-23 votes, rhej ire
[Km One Ol three CAA teams to gar
ner votes, with the others being Hot
stra and Delaware

Hie conference la

definite!)

deeper then it's heen in the past."
Benvenuto said. "The majonU ot
the AII-C'AA team has returned and
right now there are a lot ot teams
pla\ Ing well."
Perhaps no one is playing better than
the Dukes Me. is. who leads tlie, outer
emem both points at I1*./ per game and
rebounds with 12.5pergame.
r. WOMES pay/'5

i VAN t». SONfjUrptoo
Senior forward Shirley McCall and the
Dukes went 5-1 during Winter Break
including a 57 47 win at Wake Forest.
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Volunteer fireman
Tennis captain
A Capella singer
Learn more about
James Trani
and tell us more
about you. Visit
pwcxom/bringit.
Your life. You can
bring it with you.

•connectedthinking
«»"<i in ■

inwnum^i

PRICEWATERHOUS£(CDPERS
** •*"» •• WwnMiitiiiiwCoopw Uf It nmmi'1 MM Many vmtimtim •■■»OOMM raqutw, t» PAoMMrhouMCoopa'i 0J0M network o>
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WOMEN: JMU
extends winning
streak at home

LOSS: Dukes drop home
game to Dragons Monday
LOSS, from page 11

upturns

WOMEN, from pave 11

'They were playing their
best game against us," Drexel
guard Bashir Mason said.
Momentum swung back
though after a 13-4 run by Drexel frustrated the Dukes and put
the Dragons in the driver's seat
with a 15-pomt lead (35-50) —
their largest of the game— with
just under six minutes lett
Keener said
I Ml
just
couldn't get into a rhythm on
ottense, and for the second
game in a row, they were sloppy in carrying out offensive assignments and cycling through

"When we went up by 15,1
felt comfortable." Dtvxel coadl
Bruiser Hint said.
In win
games on the road, you got to
play (defense |. I think that's
the biggest thing since you'K
not going to always be able to
shoot the ball "
That's just what Drexel did.
However, the Dukes refused
to give up and found a sudden
offensive burst off the bench
from Posey.
In the last minute and a half.
Posey got hot, hitting four consecutive 3-pointers. He ended up

Towson and Georgia State our
depth really wore them down
and we were able to get into
them in the second half."
Ihat depth will be crucial
as JMU continues to battle
against CAA foes. The team's
next test comes tonight in
Fairfax against George Mason
before they return home to
take on William 6t Mary and
I traxal next week.
1 he Dukes will look to
capitalize on their continued
advantage at home, where
they have won 18 straight.

To go with the h-foot-3
center. [MU also boasts one of
the deepest teams in the conference. Key contribution'- on
the bench have come from |unior forward (en Brown, who
is giving the Dukes six points
and 6.7 rebounds per m
and sophomore forward Kish.i
Stokes who is averaging 2.4
points and 3.4 rebounds per
game.
"I like where we are. we're
starting to peak as a team."
Brooks said. "I think against

leading the Dukes in scoring (IS
points) as a result, while freshman f'.uard

Curtis

MOM

md BnJshed strong .it the

free-throw line I1* of 12).

The Dukes are on a two-game
skid and have a tough road trip
ahead agaiml I NC-Wilmington
and George Mason.
Whether on the road or not,
IVII '«. voting squad has evoked
a new fight that even I total's
plavers noted.
"That v\.is ,i different team
than what we played in the
past*" Maaon s,iid, "They had
no quit in them."
Said Curtis: "I don't think
losses .ire >'»>mg to make us
want to stop playing defense.
Smner or later it's going to pay
off with u ins "

Boston Beanery

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

$5 OFF

KtM.MKAM
* I V\ KRN

«

Get the Boston flavor down south.

Buy any salad, sandwich,
or entree, get the 2nd

1/2

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
(with JAC card)
Bnng in this coupon and get $5i0 oft your next oil change at your nearest participating Jiffy Lube *
Come in every 3.000 miles tor a Jiffy Lube Signature Sennce* Oil Change
This coupon Is only rMssrut* a! tht JMy Lut* «1IT0Eul ««r»« St H«rt»o»6unj, "A.

OFF

w/ JAC card

1625 Easl Market St.

Not mliil with any other offers.

Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.433.1870

Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change

1

No appointment necessary

1

FREE lop off on your way home'
Nllonai database keeps s
history of your Jiffy Lube service

$29.99
less $$JiQ_(withJACCTd)

$24.99
Not vau w* other ofers Jrfry Lube end Jiffy Lube Signature
Sennce" are reg/etered trademark! of jiffy Lube international inc
02004 SOPUS Product* AJ ngrtt mewed

^jffytfM)

$ 1 Sushi
11am -2pm
Monday-Friday

Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar

<h

Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare

1870 East Market Street
across from Valley Mall
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

from appetizer to entree, your delicious

PENNZQIL

540.574.4901

(540) 433-8599

The Well-Oiled Machine

dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables.

Net iuit nil PanmoH.

DIVERSITY
INITIATIVE SCHOLARSHIPS

Sun-Thurs. 11am-10pm
Fri & Sat 11am -11pm
829 E. Market Street. Harrisonburg, VA

SERVERS WANTED!

CASH for the Spring Break
Want to make some money before
spring break? JMU Dining Serviees
is hiring! 'There are so many reasons
to join our team at any Location:

FOR JMU SEMESTER AND EXCHANGE PROGRAMS
-Starting rate $7.()()/hr

-Promotions up to $^.75
-Hourly flexibility with your class schedule
-Convenient locations next to all dorms
-Resume builder
-Work far a Fortune 500 company
-Meet new people: we employ over 5()()
students
%

Funded by a JMU

Grant from the IFSA Foundation

Who's NOT studying abroad?

If you arc interested in dining services.
complete an online application at
w w w. jmu .cdu/d Ining
Or Contact

• Students with Financial Need
• Students who can add diversity to
JMU Programs
To see if you may be eligible,
check the OIP Website for details
www.jmu.edu/international/abroad
Questions? Contact Felix Wang
568-6273 or wangch@jmu.edu

Application Deadline? February 1,2007

Mcaghan Carfrcy
carfreincCrrjmu.edu

Stacy Proctor

proctosm@jmu.edu

(540) 568-3103

JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY.
DINING SERVICES
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Join The Breeze TODAY!
Invisalign Invisible Braces
Cosmetic and General Dentistry
Delta Dental Insurance Accepted
Adjacent to JMU Campus

Ken Copeland Family Dentistry
S90 Ncfl Avenue • Silitt 100 • One Blink from SunchaM Apartments

540-437-4090

-

Now Hiring

Hd Manager &

Applications Due January 24 ^
To Apply & See Job Description Visit:
http://joblink.jmu.edu
For More Information Call:
(540)568-6127

UPB presents...

feting c

W//

Check us out at Student
Organization Night on
January 221

executive UPB
positions open.
Applications available
nowl Get yours in the
UPB office or at
http://upbjmu.edu.

(phone) 540 568 8217 (aim) UPB ROCKS (location) Taylor 234

*■'

*

.

-

^

(web) http://upb.Jmu eau

3HkL

University Program Board
mas Madison University

Classifieds

Thursday. January 11.2007 I 15
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K For Rent j|

inrjMI Mmi rtmlMili
IA>7 yearl.v
Mill I AM

i ROOM I BATH. FURNISHED
Nmnh.xiso- 11300, walking DtotaOM
July A August 2011? V.nl.ihlc XIX-IMM

,,„,,,,.

IS

IDKIM

,„,,,

uuln.es

For Sale

Id*:, all 433-607

Ji:,

MnjrMiitlc

,„

IIIIIS

,,

p,„.

t44>i 243-3437

< \n FOR Ml i 2001 Okb Aim 2i) wh.tt. i KoeOm Condkn, Well

Mill' WAMII) resident manager
position at local
business
senior
couple preferred. Must have computer,
market ing
and
businevi
skills
Would prclcr couple soon lo he
married on graduation. All utilities
lurni-hcd plus salary Phone K20-978V

Maintained $4,500 ' mi I (340)770-1649
SUBLEASE
forest
ituiT ROM
Spun*;
:(Hk.
| aiulc
onh
S*65/monih
(443)
243-3457

row M mi l S ROOM I

NAGS
HEAD
4-Monlh
Student
Summer
Rentals.
seahrcc/crcalty
com
(232)
2334321
TOWNMOI SI < large bedroom. 2 and
half baths, large deck and basement.
August $205 each (M0) 433-2221

OIOM lo
campus, con. cnicnt parking female onlv

Jan07-June07

(443> 24

Townhouse. Great Location close to
| onvmfcoi lo Storn, Riattajfaflti
is. upgraded fuinitua ,V
appliances Most '" ( nmplcv MUSI
IMI

IHR S\l I Pool uhle with rack. Kills,
and 2 cue. toi 1500 Of heM otler (all 540466-07X«*orcrruilall«Hj|uh22(uimail COM
2002 MIM I iHH'i K s RfldVWUM in
excellent condition bspd transmission.
43000 mi. air. WD -.litf. clean
CARFAX, SlfOoo IMOI J6MI36

SI I "I andUrfdrclerenccsavailablelrom
current tenants $285 per month pet tcn.tnl
(all 433-3423
of

email

[(Help Wanted

fa more intomiation
lhad402ladclphia Bfl
II*

IMIKM

\VA1I AMI I I

I anile

domi

room in Chesapeake Hall available
lor Spring '07 (all at any tune
for

2 ROOMS IHR
KIM* PRICI
M'i'MI 2 rooms tor rent in a
Roosevelt Sq apartment -room with 2
other students (I grad. I undergr;idl
Rent S300 'utilities (340) 478-3443

Ntwij

monMi loiwhouag. ftwlihad.
1323

R(X>M
KIR
RIMiSPRIM.
SI Ml Ml Kl SpWlOM R.HHII Hd [«..
ttaik-m ('iitscis Oral House. Now I.
Remodeled w New kitchen, poi.l uhU\
Between campus and iowMOWD. '
Blocks trnm campus* behind Joshua
Wilton House,. Off-Mrecl Parking,
and Student landlnrd (340) 43

IASI

more

information

isamahm-nniuedii

or

0151

email

i

499-7113

2 small bedrooms, avail.!
1st. no pets. 120-0464 1320 per month

l<» $75 per survey
ii.tPaidlolhinkcom

NO si I I D4G IMVOtVI l» WotUM
RMOMChlM is hiring part lime telephone
interviewers. n<i selling imnlved. |0
ravtyi Make own schedule.
Mininmn I hour ■tUb, Sdayi .> week, one
weekendshittrequired ShiM-..irlM..m,.1>
- I ndas 5pm - 11 pin. Satuida> 10amr>pm. Sundav Ipm-hpm (340)974-4633

roEion nrrniRj
Spctuti/inqmBMH-.

WM...

Mik
Sales
540-337-3676
M l uWF 8-5
s.uurdav 10-4

ffSeM AMNMM

Dan & K
Service
540-337-3686
Monday Friday
8-5

108 Kerry Lane • Staunton. VA 24401 www.fore4gnaffairs.us
Fixed right the first time - ON II'Ml

Rockhndge LimronmcnUl Consulting.
Inc is hiring a full time Project Monitor
Must he dependable, travel required.
Duties monitoring asbestos & lead
abatement
projects,
collecting
air
samples, perform inspections, report in
MS (Mficc A Quick (ad Willing to speak
w ith upcoming and recent grads Salary
3l4Vhr lax resume to (540, 463-3336

WINTER/SPRING

Wanted
Work at the Breeze.

POSITIONS

Available cam up to SI50 per day V.xp
iwt required
t'ndercmer shoppers
needed To judge retail and restaurant
establishments
call
800-722-4791
NANNY Nanny needed lo care for
a 5-month old hahy firing semester.
Tuesdays and Tnursdays 8 30 - ! N
MM*C« reouired (540) 289-3170
student* lo htjB ..n horse lami
in exchange for lessons & riding
privileges
30
mm
from
JMU
(Ippurliiriitv In shim and foxhunt
I Icvihlc hrs. 828-3223 lor information
III I I' MMI I) Junior or senior
lor part-time intern position in local
attomes's office Must he proficient in
Spanish Spanish, finance, or government
majors
preferred
Please
contact
540434.2211 for more information

MaJce some money.

Make some friends

Email:
the_breeze@jmu.edu
for more Information

I ii.t llaptivl ( hurch. Ml Brood Street.
i. I.» I iiiu.ii.itii II interested
please contact lcrrcncc lleam 540-4350471 or Anthony llules HD4I0-5I7I
tlllll)
(AKI
Inergetic
college
student
will
provide
child-care
Reliable,
Responsible.
flexible.
(iood Interactive skills Kids won't
sit
around.
Own
transportation
References available |2U1| 414-3392
llartcndtng workshops rlexable schedules
great summer jobs (540) 671-1202

Open House
9dm 8pm Monday, January 15 Mi

SKYDIVE! One Day First Free (all
trom over 13.50(1' from 22 jumper
aircraft
Complete
information
is
on
wsvw.skydivcorange.com
(ill I
( IR1IIK All v
|MO)
"43-05X7
SPRING MKI AK BAHAMAS 5 Day/4
Night Packages from $I*W per personIncludes Cruise I ransport & Resort in the
Rahamav- Other Packages also JS ailahle
BookEarl> forlRII VII'Party packagcl-lllree 1-888-852-BrACM (1-888852-3224)www
GoBahama.com
SPRING MRI AK IN LONDON 2007'
lApenenic I ondon Lngland for your
2007 Spring Break - the capital of cool
- price is $MM per person, and includes
accommodation in the heart of London,
daily breakfast, weekly travelcard. a hop
on hop oil London bus sightseeing tour,
an optional I ondon Da Vince Code tour
and pub crawl and more' Price cucludes
(lights Call us lodav on 1X00 5W 8615
or email sales u springbrcaklondon com.
www springbreaklondon com - discounts
for groups of 10 or mine w just ask'

Unbelievable Tanning & Lotion
specials on Monday Only!

Free Tanning
in ALL Beds
( ompet Itjve Prl« ing with the area's cleanest salon and most friendly servi< g

540 438 8267

( Tr*™l 1
SPRIMi MKI AK M\H\MASSI'KIN(.
MRI AK
( II IMRII\
t RUISE
from 13391 Includes Meab, Taxes.
I velusi.c f.ulics w/MTV telebrilics
n Acapulco. Nassau, Jamaica
from SSW Panama City & Daylona
from SI6**' Organize a group and
travel FREE) Call SpnngBreakTravel.
com
ai
1 mo 293 1443or
• isit
mm springbreaktravel.
com
use
promo
code
na33

BuYulDE

243 Neff Avenue

Advertising
Exec.

^4

SPRING BRIAR" "Don't miss out!
Spring Break 200' i> approaching
and SIS is otlenng specials lo
this
yaart
hottest
destinations'
i .ill
lor
s.i.mg.
| XOOh48 484**
i>f
\ isit
»v»vs stsli.i.i.

WWW.TOYOTALIVEWEB.COM

ASAJCO

rVM^LBE

E GRAD, T@y
GIRLIFOR

a.

|

tB

® TOYOTA moving forward >
N0I All CUSIOMERS Will OUAlllY

(^) TOYOTA

*0 buyatoyota.com

JStOMttS SICIIVI S400 IROM I0V0IA inw«D$ IIASIHG OS FINANCING IHI PURCHASE Of NCW UNIIIKD I0Y0IA MOMIS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA

DrALtR') AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SIRVICFS SIF UFALFR OR VISIT WWW IOY0UHNANCIAICOM/FINANCF FOR 0F1AIIS C01IFGI GRADUATE FHOGRAM IS SUBJECT 10 CHANGE OR TIRAUNAIION »l ANY TIME
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CHEAP TEXTBOOKS!
IliM^nFaini
ISTi
i
you need are up to 25% off
the price of new at the
James Madison University Bookstore.
Shop early at
www.jmu.bkstr.com
for the best selection - you can have
your books shipped to you or save the
"hipping when you pick up in-store.

Look for the Guaranteed Buyback
sticker on our books and plan on half
your purchase price back this spring!

JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY.

proudly part of

Ollett'com
ONUNE. ON CAMPUS.

BOOKSTORE
www.jmu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121

%
»

